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            Reports
Get detailed reports on your earnings and understand what is working best for your site.
Track your commissions 24x7 with our online daily reports. Our reports help you understand what motivates your customers to buy and what types of products they like. We provide you with easy-to-read reports for your traffic, revenue, earnings, conversion rates and link types to help you monetize your website.
Report Types
	Earnings
	Orders
	Link-Type
	Daily Trends 
	Tracking ID Summary 
	Payment History




            

          
	            
            Tools
Use our Affiliate Toolbar to easily add links and for a quick view of your earnings.
Link to any Page
Navigate to any of our product details page and capture the links directly from page you are viewing. You can even build shortlinks from the sitestripe toolbar.
Share on Twitter and Facebook
Post a quick update to Facebook or Twitter with a link to the product page you are viewing.
Product Links
Link to a specific product on our page and show information about that product. Build customized text links, text and image links, and image only links to our products.
Enhance your product links with product previews or use Easy Links, high-converting promotional and announcement banners that we serve directly to your site.



            

          
	            
            Commission Details
Standard Commission Structure
A standard commission of up to 20% is given on all products, excluding the ones listed below.
Wholesale commission is 5% (please let us know who you will be selling to at wholesale. We will need their business EIN.)



            

          
	            
            How to Sign Up!
We kindly request that you acquire an Affiliate Sample Kit. These sample kits can be found in the "Sample Kit" section within the "Collections" category on our platform. Upon completing your purchase, you will be automatically enrolled in our affiliate program. We are excited to welcome you into our thriving and health-conscious community!

Buy Now 
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      D 
           TrueMedX Energy Tablets    
       Diane Keeble     
    
 Energy Tablets Wonderful product! Really helps keep you active all day!

   
    
 
  
 
 
     
 Thank you so much for your kind words, Diane! We're thrilled to hear that our Energy Tablets have been a valuable addition to your wellness routine. Keeping you active and energized throughout the day is what we strive for, and we're delighted to know that we're hitting the mark. Your support as both an affiliate and a loyal customer means the world to us. Here's to many more days of energy and vitality ahead! ✨ #TrueMedX #EnergyBoost
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           TrueMedX Fast Powder    
       Tera     
    
 Highly Recommend!! I decided to give "Fast" a try a couple of weeks ago and I have been very happy with the results. It's easy to drink, easy on your stomach, and helped me complete fasting without any cravings! I have a sensitive stomach, so I was slightly hesitant to try something like this, but I had no problems at all! 


I have personally had conversations with both Chip and Cindy, they are more than happy to go above and beyond to help and to give you information about their products!

   
    
 
  
 
 
     
 Thank you for sharing your experience with Truemedx 'Fast'! We're thrilled that it's been such a positive addition to your routine, aiding in your fasting journey without any cravings. Your feedback about its ease of use and stomach-friendly nature is invaluable to us, especially given your sensitivity.


We're also grateful for your kind words about our customer service. Providing helpful information and assistance is our passion, and we're delighted we could support you.


If you ever need anything else, please don't hesitate to reach out. We're here to help you thrive on your wellness journey. Thanks for choosing Truemedx!
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           TrueMedX Focus Tablets    
       Day     
    
 Thriving Through Nursing School: A Testimonial for Truemedx Energy and Focus! I’m pretty positive I would not have made it this far through nursing school without Energy and Focus!!!! 😍
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 Thank you so much for sharing your experience with us! We're thrilled to hear that Truemedx Energy and Focus played a vital role in helping you thrive through nursing school. Your success is truly inspiring, and we're honored to be a part of your journey. If you ever need anything or have any questions, please don't hesitate to reach out. Keep up the amazing work!
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           TrueMedX Energy Tablets    
       Day     
    
 Thriving Through Nursing School: A Testimonial for Truemedx Energy and Focus! I’m pretty positive I would not have made it this far through nursing school without Energy and Focus!!!! 😍
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 Thank you so much for sharing your experience with us! We're thrilled to hear that Truemedx Energy and Focus played a vital role in helping you thrive through nursing school. Your success is truly inspiring, and we're honored to be a part of your journey. If you ever need anything or have any questions, please don't hesitate to reach out. Keep up the amazing work!
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           TrueMedX Focus Tablets    
       Danette Balliett     
    
 The best FOCUS I’ve had in years! As a nursing school student, it’s hard to concentrate on all the assignments that are due. It’s easy with Focus!! I love the clarity it has brought me!

   
    
 
  
 
 
     
 We're thrilled to hear that Truemedx Focus has made such a positive impact on your concentration, especially during the demanding times of nursing school! Thank you for sharing your experience with us. Here's to continued clarity and success on your academic journey. If you ever need anything else, don't hesitate to reach out. Keep thriving!
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